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1.0 INTRODUCTIONAND PROBLEMSTATEMENT

The primary purpose of DOE's Environmental Restoration Program is to manage the health and
ecological risks associated with intentional and/or accidental releases of radioactive and hazaxdous
contaminantsto theenvironment. These releases area consequence of past and ongoing DOE production
and R&D activities and involve thousandsof sites that arecurrentlybeing evaluated for possible cleanup
actions.

In selectinga cleanupactiontD_atadequatelyprotectshuman healthand theenvironment,therisk
manager must synthesize and evaluate a large amount of technical, regulatory, and socioeconomic
informationto mTiveat an optimum, or best,decision for remediating the site (Figure 1). Depending on
the level of risk from contaminantsto both humansand ecosystems, the alternatives for remediating the
site can range from a minimal (no further)action all the way to costly options, including removal of the
source term viaexcavationand/or in-situ/ ex-situ treatmentprocesses. Most of the currentR&D effort in
DOE (Office of Technology Development) is to develop technologies that remove the contaminant
source from the burialenvironment,eitherthroughphysical removal of the sourceor conversionof it to a
less toxic state. Relatively few of the contaminated DOE sites will require these relatively drastic
cleanup actions to reducewhat will be obvious (i.e. based on risk assessments) health and environmental
concerns. The recent reorganization of DOFdOTDprograms into technology areas, including one on
Containment, reflects an emerging awareness of important technical needs in DOE's ER and WM
programs.

This report describes some of the regulatoryand technical issues concerning the use of capping as a
containment strategyfor radioactive and hazardous waste. Much of the information has been distilled
from regulatory and guidance documents and a compilation of research activities on waste disposal,
contaminanttransportprocesses, and technology development for landfills that has been conductedover
the last 21 years.

The primarymessage thatI want to convey in this reportis thatcappingtechnologies will be heavily used
in remediatingradioactive,hazardous,and municipalwaste landf'dlsand that thereis no one cap that will
work universallyacross all sites. The cap design selected for remediating a particularwaste site should
be designed to adequatelycontrol contaminant transport to ensure protection of human health and the
environment. Developing that design not only must incorporategood engineering principalsbut must
also include soundecological principalsto account for the interactions between the physical, biological,
and chemical factorsinfluencingwaste site integrityand contaminanttransport.

The exclusion of ecological principals is, in my opinion, the greatest failing of current practices in
designing capping technology. This omission prevents the designer from using (or maximizing)
beneficial (and very inexpensive) processes (i.e., evapotranspiration) and from foreseeing failure modes
(that are usually very expensive to remedy) that would be obvious to an ecologist (e.g., plant root
intrusion into a clay hydraulic barrier). In my view, the use of capping alternatives for closure of
landfills, is not just an engineering problem, as is often stated, but rather involves complex physical,
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biological, and chemical processes requiringa multidisciplinary approach to develop designs that will
workover the long haulandarecost-effective.

2.0 TECHNICAL ISSUES

2.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON LANDFILL PRACTICES

The practiceof usingshallow earthexcavations, or landfills, for disposal of liquid and solid waste has a
very long history(Langer 1968). Land f'fllingpracticesbasically followed the design philosophyof "out
of sight,out of mind"in thata pit or trenchwas excavated into the ground(Figure 2), waste was placed
into the excavation, and, when full, the landfill was covered with soiL If thought was ever given to the
matter, it was likely assumed that the soil surroundingthe waste effectively prevented contaminant
migration from the burialzone. In light of currentknowledge, we know that conventional land falling
practicescan be inadequatein preventing contaminantsfrom migratingfrom the burial zone to manand
biota (Hakonson et al. 1982;Surer et al. 1993). Manyexamples exist, just within DOE, of the failuresof
conventional land filling practices in preventing contaminant migration to ground water and biota
(Duguid I977; Jacobs et al. 1980; Hakonson et al. 1982).

It was not until about 1970 when increasing concern about the health and environmental effects of
radioactive and hazardouswastes (Figure 3) led to Federal and State regulations mandating improved
methods for waste disposal in landfills. Today there are a plethora of Federal and State regulations
controllingall aspects of landfilldisposal of municipal,radioactive, and hazardouswaste.

The problem, however, is that thousandsof landfills in the US were operated and then decommissioned
priorto currentregulations. For example, in the 52 year history of DOE's (AEC, ERDA, etc.) nuclear
weapons program, an estimated3000+ landfills, coveting thousands of acres of real estate, were used for
radioactive, and hazardouswaste disposal and then decommissioned. Most of those old landfills are
currentlybeing evaluated under DOE's EnvironmentalRestoration Programto determine whether they
pose unacceptablehealth and environmental risks and, if so, to remediate them to reduce risks to
acceptablelevels.

2.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Cappingis a partof the technology area referredto as Containment (Figure4) and involves leaving the
contaminant source in-place and controlling the processes thatcause the waste to migrate. Containment
is viewed as a viable cleanup solution formost DOE sites with levels of residual contaminantsthat pose
low risks to humansand/or ecosystems. Controlof contaminantmigration can be achieved with natural
or syntheticbarriersthatcan be placed aroundthe waste to control the movement of waterand/or gases
(Figure4). Migrationbarrierscan be permeable or impermeable depending on the type of contaminant
and its mode of transportalthough I would note thatside wall- and under-barriertechnology is currently
not well developed. The capplaced over the waste is a central featureof most containmentstrategies and
can range froma very simplesoil cover to a very complex engineered design that is intended to mitigate
both the verticaland lateralflow of waterand gases.

Even at this early stage in DOE's cleanup program, it is certain that capping technologies will be heavily
used, either alone or in combination with other technologies, to remediate the 3000+ landfills on DOE
property. Capping is a viable cleanup alternative because human and ecological risks are considered to
be low at most of these sites (based on known levels of contaminants and preliminary baseline risk
assessments) and the regulatory requirements for final closure of old landfills can be met using a well
designed cap to isolate the buried waste.
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Under ideal conditions, the primary functions of the cap (see Figure 4) are to isolate the buried waste
from the surface environment and to control hydrologic processes, including erosion, that can cause
contaminant migration from the site (Hakonson et al. 1992). Excessive erosional loss of cap soil can

expose buried waste leading to the potential for off site transport of contaminants. Likewise, waterthat
infiltrates into the cap soil can lead to enhanced percolation of water and solutes out of the burial
environmenL

Biological processes, including plant root and burrowing animal intrusion hito the waste can also
contribute to migration of contaminants from the burial environment (Hakonson eta/. 1992, Figure 2).
However, the relative importance of biological processes, in either positively or negatively affecting the

migration of the waste, is strongly related to the hydrologic characteristics of the site (Hakonson et al.
1992).

Cost will always be an important criteria for selecting options for remediating contaminated sites. In

general, the objective is to reduce costs to a minimum while satisfying technical, regulatory, and
political/social constraints. The technical basis for defining the level of control needed to reduce
contaminant migrationshould be derived from the health and environmental risk assessments. A

comparison of estimated unit costs for construction (i.e., O&M costs not included) of several capping
alternatives at Los Alamos is compared to the cost of excavating the waste in Table 1. Note that the most
costly capping alternative (i.e., the RCRA cap at $4.9M/ha) is still a factor of 15 less expensive than
removal of the waste. Additionally, the cost of different capping alternatives can vary by at least a factor
of 10 (i.e., from $0.12M - $4.9M), depending on the complexity of the design and, again, the need for

reducing risks. Although capping costs are relatively inexpensive compared to other options, they still
represent substantial outlays of capital when considering that thousands of hectares of landfill area exist
in the U.S.

Table I. Estimated 1992 Costs Of Remediation Alternatives For Landfills

A itemafiv¢ 1 Cost/Unit 2

Excavate $80M/Ha

RCRA Cap $4.9M/Ha

Soil/Capillary Barrier Cover $3.7M/Ha

Bio-Engineered Soil/Vegetative Cover $0.24M/Ha

Surface Management with Erosion Control $0.12Mhta

1Technicalbasis for selection of alternatives she'fld be based on human andecological risk assessment.

2Costs for excavation option from DOE's ER 5 year plan, RCRA cap from Maxey Flats Corrective
Measures Study, and remaining options estimated by author based on field experience.



2.3 THE CONCEPT OF WATER BALANCE

The fate of meteoric water fallingon the surfaceof a landfill is often referredto as the waterbalanceof
the site. A simplified representation of water balance describes surface runoff and one-dimensional
movement of water in the soil profile to the plant rooting depth. For net rates and amounts, the water
balanceequation is:

dS/dt = (P- Q- El"- L)/dt (Equation 1)

where dS/dt is the time rate of change in soil moisture, P is the precipitation per unit area, Q is the runoff
per unit area, El"is the evapotmn._iration per unit area, L is the percolation below the root zone per unit
area, and t is the unit of time used in solving the equation.

Application of the concept of water balance to design of landfill caps takes advantage of the fact that
there are strong interactions between the various components of water balance. For example, a reduction
or elimination of the runoff term (Q), increases infiltration of water into the soil, resulting in increased
soil moisture storage followed by an increase in ET and/or percolation. Likewise, reducing percolation
necessitates that more of the precipitation be partitioned between soil moisture storage, ET, and/or
runoff. The coupled nature of the processes comprising the water balance can be used to advantage in
designing landfill caps that minimize or eliminate processes in Equation 1 that contribute to contaminant
migration (i.e., percolation) while enhancing other terms (i.e., ET) that do not.

The concept of waterbalance and, especially methods to manipulate its various components, has served
as the basis for several studies to design, lest, and evaluate a variety of capping alternatives for
radioactive and hazardous waste landf'dls (Nyhan et al. 1990; Hakonson et al. 1992; Hakonson et al.
1993; Lane 1984;Lane andNyhan 1984).

2.4 CAUSES OF COVER SYSTEM FAILURE

2.4.1 Physical Factors

If we examine the factors that affect cap performance, it is apparent that hydrologic and erosional
processes account for most of the performance-related problems (Duguid 1977; Jacobs et al. 1980;
Hakonson et al. 1982). For example, erosion associated with runoff can breach the cap and expose waste
to the biosphere (Nyhan and Lane 1982; Nyhan et al. 1984). Consequently, erosion rates must be within
tolerances to leave the cap intact over the mandated lifetime of the facility.

To assist the designer in predicting erosion potential of various design options, EPA recommends use of
an empirical formula called the Universal Soil Loss Equation (LISLE) which is used to calculate the
average annual soil loss. The average annual soil loss is predicted based upon a number of factors
including the geographical location, the length and steepness of slopes, the texture of the cover soil, and
the vegetation cover. More recent developments by the USDA-Agricuitural Research Service on erosion
prediction methods are available, including the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) and
Chemicals, Runoff, and Erosion in Agricultural Management Systems (CREAMS).

Cover design features that are used to prevent erosion include the establishment of vegetation, the use of
mulching techniques, controlling slope and slope length, and the construction of terraces or benches.
Current EPA guidance suggests that the average annual soil loss not exceed 2.0 tons/acre in order to
minimize the potential for gully development and future maintenance.



Likewise, water that infiltratesinto the cap can accumulate in the trench (bathtub effecO and/or percolate
with solutes into groundwater. Percolation also can increase subsidence of the cap as a result of
enhanced decompositionof bulky waste in the trench.

Subsidenceof the waste is most likely to occur afterclosure of the landdisposal unit and final placement
of the cover. Although subsidence has the potential to seriously damage a land disposal unit cover, the
analytical methods available to estimate the effects are stillinexact and require additional
experimentationandfield observation.

Another potential threat to the continued soundness of the cover is displacement due to the slope
instability. Because manycap designs contain barriersthatgenerate lateral flow of soil water,saturated
conditions can occur, especiallynearthe downslope end of the barrier. Slope stability analyses shouldbe
performed to assess the potential for slope failure by various failure modes (e.g., rotational, sliding,
wedge), as appropriate,based upon the slope configuration.To adequatelyperform the stabilityanalyses,
the strengthpropertiesof the cover system components, the waste, and the foundation soils must be
known along withseepageconditions.

In climates that experiencefreezing temperaturesor drought, the cover may be damagedby the freezing
or dryingof soil or man-madeconstructionmaterials. Critical design components of the cover should be
placed below the depth of freezing or severe drying.Freezing may also increase the amountof runoff
duringwintermonths,since percolation throughfrozengroundcan be reduced.

2.4.2 Biological Factors

Although vegetation is importantin controlling erosion and percolation (Nyhan et al. 1984),deep-rooted
plants can access buriedradionuclides and bring them to the surface of the site (Foxx et al. 1984).
Radionuclides in plant tissue can be transportedthrough the food web to humans by herbivorousor
nectivorous organisms(Anonymous 1967). For example, at Los Alamos, one of the pathways of tritium
transportaway from a controlled low level waste site is via the soil moisture/plant nectar/honey bee/
honey pathway (Hakonson and Bostick 1976). Likewise, tumbleweeds (Salsola kali) growing over the
cribs at Hartford,accumulateSr-90 and then transportthe contaminantaway from the site as the matured
plants blow awayfrom the site after the growing season is over (Klepper eta/. 1979).

The importance of preventing buried waste from reaching the ground surface is that erosional processes
dominate in the movement of contaminants on the ground surface to biological surfaces. For example,
rain splashed and/or wind re-suspended soil particles (especially the fine silts and clays) are deposited on
plants (Dreicer et al. 1984;Foster et al. 1985) and animals (Romney and Wallace 1977; ltakonson and
Nyhan 1980). Field studies (Hakonson and Nyhan 1980; Watters et al. 1980) with plutonium show that
physical deposition of contaminated soil particles on vegetation surfaces is 100-1000 times more
important than root uptake in contaminating vegetation with this radionuclide.

The role of burrowing animals in mobilizing buried waste is generally unknown. A limited database
(O'Farrell and Gilbert 1975; Winsor and Whicker 1980; and Arthur and Markham 1983) demonstrated
that burrowing animals can transport radionuclides vertically in the soil prof'de and influence water
balance and erosion of the cap by changing the physical and hydrologic characteristic of the soil
(Aubertin 1971; Grant et al. 1980;Lysikov 1982).
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3.0 REGULATORY ISSUES

3.1 GENERAL PERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTS

The regulatoryrequirementsforclosure of hazardousand mixed waste landfills are found in 40CFR Parts
264 and 265, SubpartN. Underthese regulations, owners/operatorsof landfills are requiredto perform
landfill closures. The primaryclosure requirementsof 264.310 and 265.310 require the owner/operator
to design and constructa low-permeabilitycover over the landfallto minimize migrationof liquids into
the waste and to provide30 yearsof post-closure monitoringand maintenancein orderto preventwaste
migrationinto theenvironment.

EPA guidancetopermitapplicants(EPA-530-SW-84-004)recommendsthatananalysisof thefinalcover
designbepresentedin theclosureplan. Theanalysisof the finalcoverdesignshoulddescribehowthe
designmeetsthefollowingperformancestandards:

1. minimizesliquidmigration,
2. promotesdrainagewhilecontrollingerosion,
3. minimizesmaintenance,
4. hasa permeabilityequalto or lessthanthepermeabilityof naturalsubsoil,
5. accountsforfreeze/thaweffects,and
6. accommodatessettlingandsubsidencesothatthecoversintegrityis maintained.

Thesecoverrequirementsareperformancestandardsthatallow someflexibilityin design.SeveralEPA
guidancedocumentsinterpretregulatoryrequirementsforfinalcoversincluding:

•Technical GuidanceDocument: Final Coverson HazardousWaste Landfills and Surface
Impoundment's,EPA/530-SW-89-047, July 1989;

•EvaluatingCover Systems for Solid and HazardousWaste, EPA#SW-867, GPO#055-(XX)-(X_28-2,
1982;

•Design andConstructionof Covers forSolid Waste Landfills,EPA-600/2-79-165, August 1979; and
Covers forUncontrolledHazardousWaste Sites, EPA/540/2-85/O02,September 1985.

In order to demonstratethat a proposed final cover design complies with the regulatory performance
standard,DOE (DOE/EGD-RCRA-002/0690,June 1990) indicates thatit will be necessary to model the
hydrologic performance and erosion potential of the proposed cover. EPA suggests that the water
balance model, HELP,be used for these demonstrations(User'sGuide for the Hydrologic Evaluationof
Landfill Performance (HELP)Model, EPA/530-SW-84-009. Version 2.05 of HELP (EPAJ530-SW-84-
009) contains some conceptualand coding errors and its use is not recommended by the author without
extreme caution in interpretingthe output. A detailed descriptionof the HELP model appears in a later
section of this report. Animprovedversionof HELP is to be issued by EPA in mid- to late 1993 and its
use is recommended forevaluatingthe hydrologic response of cappingalternatives.

It is also recommended that data or model predictionsdemonstrate that the proposed design will not
result in erosion in excess of 2 tons/acre/year. EPA recommends the use of the USLE but better erosion
prediction technologies, developedby the USDA-AgriculturalResearch Service, areavailable, including
RUSLE and/or CREAMS. A detailed descriptionof the CREAMS model appears in a later section of
this report.
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3.2 GUIDANCE ON COVER DESIGNS

EPA's technical guidancefor final covers describes a recommended design, often called EPA's RCRA
cap (see Figure5), thatwill meet the f'malcover performancestandard. It is importantto note that EPA
offers the RCRAcap design as guidance and does not requireits use if another design can be shown to
meet the technicalperformancestandards.
Typical cover designs thatarerecommended (but not mandated)in the EPA (1989) technical guidance
document "FinalCovers on HazardousWaste Landfdlsand Surface Impoundments"(see Table 2) are
composed of threelayersfor liquidsmanagement(see RCRA design in Figure 5):

1. an uppermostvegetatedlayer to preventerosionandpromoteev_iration;

2. underlyingdrainagelayer/s to convey percolationout of thecover, and

3. moisturebarrier(s)to preventinfiltration.

For the vegetativecover (Table2), EPA's guidancerecommendsa minimum thickness of 2 feet and final
upper slopes of between3 and 5 percent, after takinginto account total settlement and subsidence of the
waste. The middledrainagelayer should have a minimum thickness of 1 foot and minimum hydraulicI

conductivity of 1.0E-03 cm/sec. EPA's revised draftguidance upgrades that standardby an order of
magnitude to 1.0E-02 cm/sec to reduce capillary rise and hydraulic head above the composite liner
system. For the composite liner system at the _ottom of the cap, it is critical that both the flexible
membrane liner (FML) and the compacted soil components be below the average depth of frost
penetration. The FML shouldalso have a minimum thickness of 20 mils, but 20 mils will not be a
sufficient thickness for all FML materials. The soil component traderthe FML must have a minimum
thickness of 2 feet and a maximum saturatedhydraulicconductivity of 1.0E-07 cm/sec. The final upper
slope of the compositeliner system mustbe no less than2 percent aftersettlement.

The requirementsfor the cover are performance-based. Therefore, the elements incorporated into the
design may varydependingon the type of materialsavailable, the environment in which it is placed, and
the type of wastes landfilled.

4.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 BASIC ELEMENTSOF THE RCRA COVER SYSTEM

The functional requirementsof the topsoil layer are to promote runoff from major storms but restrict
erosion rates to acceptable limits. While runoff can promote erosion and degradation of the cover
system, vegetation orcobbles impede erosion and supportthe long-term integrity of the cover. An added
benefit of a good vegetationand/ormulch on the surface in arid/semiaridclimates is that it enhances soil
moisture and stimulatesvegetation growth and the rate of plant transpiration. Studies at Los Alamos
show that mulched cap surfacesproduce 3-4 times more vegetation biomass than unmulched surfaces
with a commensurateincreasein soil waterremovalvia evapotranspiration(Nyhan et al. 1984; Hakonson
et al. 1992). Thetopsoil mustalso be thick enough to provide storagefor evapotranspiration,and protect
the hydraulicbarrierlayerfromfreezing and desiccation. Typically, a thickness of 60 to 90 cm (2 to 3 ft)
is sufficient, but the actual requirement is site and design specific and should be determined through
analysis of the waterbalance.

Drainage layers are not necessary at all sites since some sites may not have sufficient rainfall and
infiltration to producestandinghead on the hydraulicbarrierfor long duration. If used, the drainage
layer shouldbe designedto reduce leakage through the hydraulic barrierlayer by lowering the hydraulic
head. Materialsshouldbe used that have high hydraulic conductivities to rapidly drain lateral flow and



prevent build-upof a hydraulichod. Carefulplanning fordraining lateralbarrierflows to a collection
pipe or toe drainis essentialto reduce theprobabilityof saturatedconditions contributingto slope failure.

Table 2. EPAGuidanceOn LandfillCaps

Vegetative Soil Layer

A. Thickness>= 2 ft;
B. Minimalerosion and maintenance(e g., fertilization,irrigation);
C. Vegetative rootgrowthnot to extend below 2 ft;
D. F'maltopslope between3 and 5% after settlementor subsidence. Slopes greater than 5% not to exceed

2.0 tons/acreerosion (USDA UniversalSoil Loss Equation);and,
E. Surfacedrainagesystemcapableof conductingrun-offacross cap withoutrills and gullies.

DrainageLayer
i

A. Thickness>= 1 ft:
B. Saturatedhydraulic conductivity >= 1.0E-03cm/sec;
C. Bottom slope >= 2% (aftersettlemenVsubsidence);
D. Overlainby gradedgranularor synthetic filter to preventclogging;
E. Allow lateralflow anddischargeof liquids.

Low PermeabilityLinerDesi_ FMLCom__onent

A. Thickness >= 20 mil;
B. Final upperslope >= 2% (aftersettlement);and,
C. Located wholly below the average depthof frost;penetrationin the area.

BarrierSoil Laver

A. Thickness >= 2 ft;
B. Saturatedhydraulicconductivity=< 1.OE-07cm/sec;
C. Installedin 6-in lifts.

Depending on the type and thickness of the materials used, the drainage layer can also reduce root and
animal penetration of the hydraulic barrier layer and provides additional depth and a capillary break to .
lessen desiccation and frost penetration of the barrier. Studies at Los Alamos (Hakonson 1982) show that
a cobble layer in the cap profile can reduce both plant and animal intrusion through the cap. Measures
may also be needed to decrease migration of fines and prevent the fines from clogging the drain.

Since the regulations do not specify designs of materials for the final cover or cap, designers can use their
own judgment in designing the final cover and selecting materials. For example, the amount of
flexibility in selecting FML materials for the final cover varies from region to region, based on how
strictly the statutory phrase "nomore permeable than"is interpreted. In practice, many sites are applying
the RCRA cap without the FML component (Figure 6) based on agreements with cogent regulatory
authorities. Nevertheless, from a design perspective, the selection of FML materials in the final cover
should emphasize the physical rather than the chemical properties of the liner material, since the main
objective is to minimize percolation of precipitation into the waste.
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The hydraulicbarrierlayer orliner should be designed to minimizethe infiltrationof water into the waste
layer over the long term. In conventionalcover designs, the barrierlayer is consideredby EPA to be the
most importantlayer incontrolling leakage throughthe cover system. The authorstrongly disagrees with
this positionas itrequirescomplete, long-term,reliance on anengineeredstructurefor which there areno
long-termperformancedata. The author believes that the primarybarrier in preventing percolation of
waterthrough thecap is the vegetated topsoil. Studies at Los Alamos (Nyhan et o2. 1987) andat Hill Air
Force Base in Utah, show that, in arid/semiaridclimates, a well designed, vegetated topsoil can greatly
reduce the need for an engineexed subsurfacehydraulic barrier,and, certainly, the need to rely on the
engineered barrieras the primarycomponentof a soil water managementsystem.

As mentioned, the final cover component, the vegetated topsoil layer, functions as the primarybarrierto
pear.zlatingwaterand protectsthe deeper layers from the effects of windand watererosion. The topsoil
layer,as per EPAguidance, is generally two feet thick to accommodate theroots of the vegetation but the
thickness shouldbe governedby the need forstorage capacity, climate, soil type,and vegetation species.

The majorcharacteristicsthat should be consideredduring species selection, include compatibility with
local environment,water use characteristics, ease of establishment, self maintenance, and resistance to
fire, insects, and disease. Grasses and legumes are usually selected but the author maintains that the
more complex thevegetation community (i.e., multiple species and growth forms), the greater will be its
abili_ to remove soil moisturevia evapotranspiration.

Plantingor seeding is generally recommended before major seasonal occurrencesof precipitation. It is
importantfor the seedlingsto establish a root system duringa cool, moist period before enduringa winter
freeze or summer drought. Mulching has been found to greatly increase reseeding success on landf'dl
caps (Hakonson eta/. 1992;Nyhan eta/. 1986).

EPA's minimum technologyguidance Gable 2) and regulations for new hazardous waste land disposal
facilities emphasize the importanceof properdesign and constructionin the performanceof the facility.
The currenttrendin the regulatory programsis to develop standardsand recommenddesigns based on the
currentstate-of-the-arttechnology. Innovationsin technology are, therefore, welcomed by EPA and are
taken into accountwhendeveloping these regulationsand guidance.

Many good resources (see Section 6.0) are available to assist the designer in the selection of the plant
species, the seeding rates and seasons, and the fertilizationapplicationsrequired. Sites in arid regions of
the country tend to use a mulch (e.g. gravel) over the topsoil layer. This is done because conditions are
such that the vegetation is very difficult to establish and keep growing due to low rainfall. The mulch
enhances infiltration of precipitation into the soil, moderates extremes in temperature, and very
effectively protectsthe soil surfaceagainst erosion. Conditions under the mulch are ideal for successful
germination andestablishmentof vegetation.

4.2 ALTERNATIVE COVER DESIGNS

The hazardous waste landfill cover designs developed and published by the US. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) are generic in nature and intended to meet the regulatory criteria for covers on
a national basis. This section briefly reviews alternative designs that the author believes would be
acceptable to the regulatory community if they meet performance requirements and protect human health
and the environment as shown through analysis of the risks.

The RCRA cap design for hazardous waste landfills incorporates natural soil (clay), geomembrane,
drainage, and vegetation layers. This generic design, however, does not take into account site-specific
concerns, such as siting in arid areas where rainfall is very low. Under these conditions, a barrier layer
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composed of both a natural soil (clay) and a FML layer probably would not be effective. A recent
analysis of failure modes for compacted soil barriers at landfills (Surer et al. 1993) strongly supports the
latter statement. The clay soil barrier layer is designed to be placed "wet" to achieve the minimum
hydraulic conductivity. W_n placed in a relatively dry environment, this layer will likely dry and crack,
making it lesseffective. In selected cases, the newerbentonite blankets may be an acceptable alternative
althoughvery tittle relevant field data on performanceare available. The author has conducted limited
laboratorytesting with CI_YMAX, one brandof geosynthetic, and found that plants rapidly desiccate
the containedbentonite,causing it to shrinkandcrack.

In some eases, a vegetatedsoil layer alone may be demonstrated(via water balance modeling) to meet
the performancecriteria (Figure 7). For example, a thicker soil layer may be adequate to establish
vegetation and to act as a storage reservoir for the reducedprecipitation. As mentioned, a well designed
vegetated soil cap can return 85-100% of the precipitationto the atmosphere, greatly reducing and/or
eliminatingpercolation.

Capillary barriershavebeen investigated extensively as components of landfill cap designs since 1980
(Hakonson et o2. 1992). Conceptually, they function similar to a clay hydraulic barrierin that they
impede vertical percolation and divert flow laterally from the cap. They function in impeding flow
because of the differences in saturatedhydraulic conductivities of two layer materials such as a f:me
grained soil over agravel (Figure8).

Water moving downward through the soil encounters the gravel layer, where capillary forces in the soil
prevent breakthrough of the water into the gravel when soil moisture conditions are less than saturation.
When saturation occurs, breakthrough of water occurs and the capillary barrier fails. By placing an angle
on the interface between the soil and gravel, lateral flow can occur, reducing the potential for saturation
and barrier failure. Selection of materials for the capillary barrier system is critical in that rapid lateral
flow is essential to prevent the buildup of water as it drains laterally downslope. Soil and gravel systems,
such as depicted in Figure 8are not optimal for the performance of the capillary barrier. Current research
at Los Alamos is investigating sand-gravel capillary barriers to enhance lateral flows and reduce the
potential for barrier failure.

The advantage of capillary barrier systems over clay hydraulic barriers is that they are not subject to
6esiccation and cracking, and they are less expensive to install. However, our experience with soil-
gravel capillary barrier systems is that they will fail periodically although they perform much better than
a conventional soil cap. The eventual role they play as candidate cap designs for closure of landfills will
be dependent on the outcome of on-going research.

In summary, the design criteria were established for a national generic design. EPA states that they are
interested in reviewing alternative designs that are innovative and utilize site-specific information. EPA
also states that these alternative designs should be equivalent in performance to the generic RCRA
design. Unfortunately, the performance of EPA's RCRA cap design has not been adequately field tested
to establish equivalency criteria.
5.0 MODELS FOR DESIGNING AND EVALUATING LANDFILL COVERS

5.1 CREAMS (Chemicals, Runoff, Erosion, in Agricultural Management Systems) MODEL

In 1980, the USDA developed the CREAMS (Chemicals, Runoff, Erosion, in Agricultural Management
Systems) Model. CREAMS includes hydrology and erosion/sediment transport components. The
CREAMS model has received wide use and acceptance and has recently been proposed as a useful tool in
waste managemen_studies. The hydrology component includes two options. The fast is a daily rainfall
model based on the SCS runoff equation and the second, and infiltration model using time-intensity
rainfall data. The soil profile, to the plant rooting depth, is represented by up to seven layers (which can
represent multi-layeredcover systems), each with a representative thickness and water storage capacity.
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The evapotranspirationcalculations include soil evaporationand plant transpirationestimates based on
monthlyair temperature,solar radiation, and a leaf areaindex. Flow throughthe root zone is computed
usinga soil water storage-routingroutine and percolation is computed when soil moisture exceeds field
capacity. Using thehydrologicinputs of rainfallamount,rainfallerosivity index (El), runoff volume, and
peak rateof runoff,the erosion/depositioncomponent computessoil detachment, sediment transport, and
deposition by routing sediment through overland flow and concentrated flow. Gross erosion and
sediment yield are computed by sediment particle size classes, including soil aggregates. The two
CRF_AMScomponentsneeded to perform a surface water balance at SLB sites are the hydrology and the
sedimentyield/erosioncomponents.

Sediment load is assumed to be limited by either the amount of detached sediment or by transport
capacity. Also, a quasi-steadystate is assumed so thata rainfall and a runoff rate characteristicof each
stormcan be used in the computations. Sediment movement downslope obeys continuity of mass.
Lateralsedimentinflow is from inter-rill erosion or overlandflow elements, or fromoverland flow (or a
channel,or if two channelsegments are in the sequence) for thechannel elements. Rill flow on overland
flow areasor channels transports the sediment load downstream. Lateral sediment inflow is assumed
regardlessof whetherthe flow is detaching or depositing.

For each segment,either the overland flow element or channelelement, CREAMS Erosion computes an
initial sediment load from the immediate upslope segment plus that added by lateral inflow within the
segment. If this potentialload is less than the transportcapacity, as calculated by the Yalin equation,
detachment occurs at the lesser of the detachment capacity rate or the rate determined by transport
capacity. When detachmentby flow occurs, it adds particles having the same particle-size distribution
for detachedsedimentgiven as input. No sorting is allowed duringdetactunent. If the initial potential
sediment load is greaterthanthe transportcapacity, deposition is assumed to occur.

Four possible cases may exist for a segment: 1) Deposition may occur over the entire segment; 2)
Detachment by flow in the upperend may (butnot necessarily)occur when transportcapacity decreases
in a segment; 3) Deposition on the upper end attddetachmentby flow in the lower end may (but not
necessarily)occur whentranslx_ capacity increaseswithin the segment;and 4) Detachment by flow may
occurall along the segment. Sediment eroded on field-sized areas is a mixture of primaryparticles and
aggregates(conglomeratesof primaryparticles). The distributionof these particles as they are detached
is a functionof soil properties,management and rainfalland runoff characteristics. If deposition occurs,
usually thecoarseanddense particles aredeposited first, leaving a f'mersediment mixture.

The input to the model is the distribution of the sediment as it is detached; the model calculates a new
distribution if it calculates that deposition occurs. Detachment due to flow and raindrop impact is
calculated using a modified USLE formula. Detachment and sediment transport in channels and
waterwaysis representedby concentrated flow. The erosion componentcontains models for estimating
deposition in impoundment'sthat drain following each storm. The amount of sediment trapped in an
impoundmentis a functionof the time available for sediment to settle to the bottom of the impoundment.
The erosion component also contains models for estimating credible channel and ephemeral gully

" routines.

5.2 HELP 2.05 (HydrologicEvaluation of Landfill Performance) MODEL

5.2.1 Overview

EPA has developed a computer program called the Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) which is a quasi-two-dimensional hydrologic model of water movement across, into, through,
and out of landfills. The model uses climatologic, soil, and landfill design data and incorporates a
solution technique which accounts for the effects of surface storage, runoff, infiltration, percolation,
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evapotranspirafion,soil moisture storage, and lateraldrainage. The programestimates runoff drainage
and leachateexpectedto result froma wide variety of landfill conditions, including open, partiallyopen,
and closed landfill cells. Most importantly, in consideration of this topic, the model can be used to
estimate the buildupof leachate above the bottom liner of the landfill. The HELPprogramcan be used
to estimatethedepthof leachateabovethebottomlinerfora varietyof landfilldesigns,timeaverages.
and storm events. The results may be used to compare designs or to design leachate drainage and
collection systean&

Landfills typicafiy contain two liquids management systems. The covet is the principal liquids
managementsystem for controlling leachate generation, l._achate,asevaluated by the HELPmodel, is
any rainfall or mowmelt that combines with liquids in the waste and moves by gravity ff,-ces to the
bottom of a landfill. During its migration through the waste, the liquid takes on pollutants that are
characteristicof the waste. As such, the leachate quantity and qualityis site specific and waste specific.
The HEIJ' model generates estimates of leachate quantity given site-specific descriptions of climate,
cover design, and initial moisturecontent of the waste and soil layers. The model does not predict
ieachate quaL;tyor any contributionto the leachatequantity by subsurface inflow of groundwater. Good
landfill design andsite selection would minimize any contributionfromgroundwater.

The second liquids management system now required for new landfills is the leachate collection/liner
system. A typical single liner system consists of a drainage layer overlain by a filter, either soil or
geosynthetic, anda hydraulicbarrierlayer composed of low hydraulicconductivity soiL The soil liner is
frequentlyoverlainby a geosynthetic geomembrane to greatlyimprove its performance.

The performanceof these layers for liquids management is the same as described above for cover
systems except that the layers are controlling leakage from the landfill instead of infiltration into the
waste layer andieachate generation. A typical double liner system is used both for leachatecollection
and leakage detection The top drainage layer and geomembrane is the primary leachate collection
system. The bottomdrainagelayer and composite liner (low hydraulic conductivity soil overlain by a
geomembrane)is thesecondaryleachate collection systemand leakage detection system.

The HELPmodel wasdevelopedby the US. ArmyEngineer WaterwaysExperimentStation for the US.
EPA Office of Solid Waste (OSW) to provide technical support for the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA)and Comprehensive EnvironmentalResponse, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA)programs. Development of the model began in 1982 and Version 1 was released for public
comment in June 1984. The program was a mainframe computer model that ran on the National
ComputerCenter'sIBMsystem. In 1986, the program was modified to run on IBM-compatiblepersonal
computers. Additionalcapabilitiesand refinements were included in Version 2 of the model released in
1988. The most currentversionis Version 2.05, which was releasedin July 1989. Version 3 of the model
is currentlyin preparationforrelease in 1993.

The HELP model is a quasi-two-dimensional, gradually varying, deterministic, computer-based ,ater
budget model. It is termed quasi-two-dimensional because it contains a one-dimensional vertical
drainage model and a one-dimensional lateral drainage model coupled at the base of lateral drainage
layers or the top of liners. The program computes free vertical drainage down to the top of a liner, at
which point the linerrestrictsdrainageand a zone of saturationdevelops. The models for lateraldrainage
and leakage or percolation through the liner then use the height of saturatedmaterial above the liner to
compute simultaneously the rates of lateral drainage to collection systems and vertical leakage through
the liner, respectively.

The model is termedgraduallyvarying because the simulation progresses through time using analyses
that are assumedsteady for each time period. Version 2 of the model uses a time period of 6 hours. The
model is deterministicand numerical as opposed to stochastic and qualitative.
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Finally, the HELPmodel is a computer-based water budget model; thatis, the model uses a computer to
apportion the precipitationand initial moisture content into estimates of the following water budget
components:surface runoff, evapotranspiration,changes in snow storage, changes in moistme content,
lateral drainagecollected in each drain system, and leakage or percolation through each liner system.
Daily, monthly, annual,and long-term average water budgetscan be generated. The HELP model is a
tool developed specifically to aid permit evaluators and landfall designers in the evaluation and
comparisonof alternativelandfill designs.

The model was builtto evaluate whetheralternative designs performas well as the minimum technical
guidance systems over a long period of time. Therefore, its primary utility is for tasks involving
comparisonof alternativedesigns and sensitivity of design parameters. A secondary goal of the moders
development was the accurateprediction of water budget components. Nevertheless, additional testing,
verificationstudies, andrefinements areongoing to improve its accuracy.

In general, the accuracyand precision of the model is limited by uncertaintyand variability in the
propertiesof materialexisting in landfills. As such, simulationresultswould be expected to be best used
to raw relativemeritsof designs ratherthan to accurately predict the waterbudgetcomponents.

The HELPmodel is a valuable tool for design and permit evaluation; however, it requires the user to
exercise good judgment. In particular, the user must have a good understanding of landfill design,
vegetative systems, and the model to obtain reliable results and correct conclusions. The user must
ensure theintegrityof the design and the databecause the model does notevaluate the data.

!

An example of a cover system lackingdesign and data integrityis a two-layersystem with the following
characteristics. The toplayer is 5 cm (2 in.) of topsoil vegetated with a good stand of grass. The lower
layer is 5 cm (2 in.) of compactedclay having a saturatedhydraulicconductivityof 10E-08 cm/sec. With
this description, the HELPmodel would predict a very large quantityof runoff and a small quantity of
evapotranspirationsince the topsoil layer has very little storage capacity. In addition, very tittle leakage
through the clay linerwould be predicted because the saturatedhydraulicconductivity of the liner is so
low. The actual results would be expected to be quite different. Constructionof 5-cm (2-in.) layers is
notpracticable,especially, constructionof a thin lift of clay compacted uniformlyto achieve an effective
hydraulicconductivityof 10E-08 cm/sec. Besides the difficulties in construction, the layers would lack
integrity to maintain the described properties. Both layers would quickly form desiccation cracks,
producing much largerhydraulic conductivity's. As such, the leakage and evapotranspirationwould be
much greaterthanpredictedand the runoff would be much less.

The primary anticipated use of the HELP model is to perform quick comparisons of the long-term
performanceof alternativedesigns, often with very little data. As such, the following approach was
taken to select simulationmethods and data entry options. Process simulation methods had to be well-
accepted techniquesdescribedin the literature that are computationally efficient, require minimum data
that are readily available, and account for all major design and climate conditions. Conservative
assumptionsare made when necessary because of uncertainty. The term "conservative"implies that any
resultingerrorwould tend to result in an overestimation of vertical drainageor leakage through liners.

Options are providedto permit use of data from a default data base or from user entry. Guidance and
recommendationsaregiven for poorly understoodparameters. In addition,the programis interactive and
user friendlyand runson IBM-compatible personalcomputers to facilitatewidespreaduse.

5.2.1.a DetailedTheory

The HELPmodel was adaptedfrom the Hydrologic Simulation Model forEstimating Percolation at Solid
Waste Disposal Sites 0-ISSWDS) of the US. EPA and the Chemical Runoff and Erosion from
Agricultural Management Systems (CREAMS) and Simulator for Water Resources in Rural Basins
(SWRRB) models of the US. Departmentof Agriculture (USDA) AgriculturalResearch Service (ARS).
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The following sections describe all of the principal hydrologic and physical processes modeled by the
HELP model, includinga discussion of the assumptions and limitations of the models of the principal
processes. Understandingof the processes, simulationmethods, and theirassumptions and limitations is
critical fortheproperapplicationof the HELPmodel.

5.2.1.b Infiltration

Daily infdtrationinto the landfill is determined indirectly from a surface water balance. Infdtration
equals the sumof rainfallandsnowmelt, minus the sum of runoffand surface evaporation. Runoff and
surface evaptntion are in part a function of interception. Precipitation on days having a mean
temperaturebelow0-C (32-F) is treatedas snowfall and is added to the mrface snow storage. Decreases
in snow storageoccurby snowmelt and surfaceevaporation.

Daily precipitationis an inputparameter. Precipitationdata may be syntlgticaHygenerated, specified by
the useror selectedfromthedefaultdatabase of historical rainfalldata. The synthetic weather generator
will be described latex in this section. Snowmelt is computed using a slightly modified version of the
simple degree-daymethod with O-C (32-F) as the base temperature. The inch/degree-day snowmelt
constant was increased from 0.06 to 0.10, a value more typical of open areas. In addition, the
modificationpermits a smallquantityof snowmelt to occur at mean daily temperaturesbetween -5- and
0-C (23- and32-.F)to account for the variationin temperatureduringa day andfor the fact thatlandf'dls
often have higher soil temperatures because of heat generated from biodegradation. Snowmelt
contributesto runoff,evaporation,and infiltration.

Interception is modeled after the work of Horton. Interception aPlm3aches a maximum value
exponentially as the rainfall increases to about 0.5 cm (0.2 in.). The maximum interception is a function
of the quantity of abovegroundbiomass or leaf area index and is limited to a maximum of 0.13 cm (0.05
in.). The interceptionevaporates from the surface,and decreases the evalxntive demand placed on the
plantsand soilcolumn.

The HELP modeluses the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) curve number method for estimating surface
runoff, as presentedin the Hydrology Section of the National EngineeringHandbook. The SCS curve
number method is an empirical method developed for small watersheds(about12.1 to 202.4 hectares [30
to 500 acres) with mild slopes (about 3 to 7 percen0. The method correlates daily runoff with daily
rainfall for watershedswith a variety of soils, types of vegetation, land management practices, and
antex'.edentmoistureconditions (levels of priorrainfall). As applied, the technique accounts forchanges
in runoffasa functionof soil type, soil moisture, and vegetative conditions. Version 3 of the model will
include a procedureto adjustthe curve number as a function of surface slope since surface slopes greater
than20 percentcan producesignificantly greaterrunoff.

Many assumptionsand limitations exist in the application of this method in the HELP model, including
the following: 1) The SCS curve numbermethod is applicable for landfills that aremuch smaller in area
than watersheds. Verification studies have shown good agreement between the predicted and observed
cumulative annualvoi_ ae of runoff. 2) Cumulative volume of runoff is independentof rainfall duration
and intensity since over a long simulation period a variety of precipitation events will occur, 3) No
surface run-onfrom surroundingareas is permitted by the model, 4) Estimates of runoff greater than
predicted by the SCS curvenumber method are produced when the surface soils are saturatedor limit
infiltrationdue to verylow hydraulicconductivity.

5.2.1.c Evapotranspiration

Evapetranspirationconsists of three components: evaporation of water from the surface, from the soil,
and from theplants. Eachcomponent is computedseparately. Evaporationof water from the surface is
limited to the smaller of the potential evapotranspirationand the sum of the snow storage and
interception.
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The HELP model uses a modified Penman method to compute potential evapotranspiration. This
method,developed by Ritchie, is also used in the CREAMSprogram. The potential evapotranspirationis
a function of groundcover, daily temperature,and daily solar radiation. Evaporationof surface water
decreases the evaporativedemand placedon the plantsand soil column. The _ model uses Ritfhie's
method of evaporationfrom soil as applied in the CREAMSand SWRRB models. The method uses a
two-stage, squarerootof time routine. In stage one, the soil evaporationequals the ev_tive demand
placed on the soil column. Demand is based on energy and is equal to the potential evapotranspiration
discountedforsurfaceevaporationandshadingfromgroundcover.

A vegetative growth model is used to compute the total quantityof vegetation, both active anddormant,
which providesshading. In stage two, evaporation fromthe soil column is limited by low soil moisture
and low rates of watervapor translx_ to the surface by soil suction. Stage two soil evaporation is a
function of the squarerootof the length of time thatthe soil has been in this drycondition.

The HELP model estimates plant transpirationin the manner of the CREAMS and SWRRB models
whereby the potential planttranspirationis a linear function of the potential evapotranspirafionand the
active leaf areaindex. The leaf areaindex of actively transpiringplants is computed using a vegetative
growth model that accounts for seasonal variationin active and dormantabovegroundbiomass and leaf
area index. Thismodel was extractedfrom the SWRRB model developedby theUSDA ARS.

Many assumptions and limitations exist in the application of this three-componentevapotranspiration
method in the HELP model, including the following: 1) The potential evapotranspiration is a function
solely of the energy available at the surface and, therefore, is not a function of energy produced in the
landfill, soi_ temperature, wind, and humidity. As such, the.programuses a vapor pressure gradient that
is a functiot solely of mean daily ambient air temperature. 2) A constant value is used for the albedo
(fraction of incident solar radiation that is reflected). The value is typicai for brown soils and grasses and
is modified only when the surface is covered with snow. 3) The program uses a constant evaporative
zone depth. This depth is the maximum depth to which soil suction can draw water to the surface. The
depth is a functionof soil properties,design, vegetation, and climatic conditions. 4) Ritchie's two-stage
soil evaporationmethod is applicable for all materials, not just soils. 5) Synthetically generated daily
temperatureand solar radiationvalues are sufficient for estimating potential evapotranspiration. 6) The
vegetative growth model produces representative leaf area indices and biomass estimates that are
sufficient to estimate interception,surface shading,and planttranspiration.

5.2.1.d SubsurfaceWaterRouting

Subsurfacewaterrouting processes modeled by the HELP model include vertical unsaturateddrainage,
percolation throughsaturatedsoil liners, leakage throughgeomembranes, and lateral saturateddrainage.
In modeling these processes, the soil moisture of each layer of the landfill profile being modeled is
computed by sequentialanalysis proceedingforwardthrough time.

The soil moisturecontrols the rate of subsurface water movement by each of the subsurface processes,
but the rates of water movement by these subsurface processes yield the resulting soil moisture.
Consequently,the soil moisture and rates of subsurfacewater routing arecomputed simultaneously in the
HELP model by an iterative process after accounting for extraction by soil evaporation and plant
transpiration.

The HELP model simulates unsaturatedvertical drainage using a unit hydraulic pressure gradient
approach (saturatedDarcy's law) where drainage occurs at a rate equal to the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity. Under this approach, vertical water routing is only downward except in the evaporative
zone where wateris removed upward by evapotranspiration. The unsaturatedhydraulic conductivity is
computed by the Campbell equation using Brooks-Corey soil parameters to define the shape of this
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power function. This approachincorporatesthe moisture retention properties(capillarity) of the soil in
the determination.

The model considerslimitedinteractions between layers of materials. As such, the model does not allow
drainage from one layer at a rate greater than the maximum infiltrationrate of the layer below it,
allowing placementof a lower hydraulic conductivity nonliner layer below a layer of higher hydraulic
conductivity.

Future versions may consider soil matrix interactions in the recommendation of values for the
evaporative zone depth and in the selection of the moisture content wherethe drainage fron_one layer
into anotherwill cease. These additions will better model the physical situations where f'me-grained
materials overlie coarse-grainedmaterials. In these situations, the coarse-grainedmaterial may _t
the depth of evapotranspirationand the fine- grained material may retain a higher water content before
draining into the coarse.grainedmaterial despite very low water content in the coarse-grair,ed material.
Conversely, coarse-grainedmaterial overlying fine-grained material will restrict the transport of water
vapor up from below for evaporation but will freely drain to very low moisture contents. These
phenomena occurbecause the soil suction of fine-grained material is much greaterthan that of coarse-
grained material.

Verticaldrainagethroughsaturatedsoil liners is termedpercolation in the HELPmodel. The barriersoft
liners areassumedto remainpermanently saturated,but percolationoccursonly when there is a zone of
saturationdirectlyabovethe liner. Percolation is computedby Darcy's law using the saturatedhydraulic
conductivity of the linermaterial. The head loss gradient is equal to the average head above the base of
the linerdividedby the thicknessof the liner.

Leakage throughgeomembranesis modeled as a reductionof the cross-sectionalarea of flow throughthe
subsoil below the geomembrane. The rate of flow through the leaking subsoil is computed as the
percolation ratethrougha saturatedbarriersoil liner. This method provides good results for composite
liners but is not very good for just a geomembrane. Therefore, Version 3 will include an improved
leakage model forgeomembranesbased on the workof Brownand Giroudet al.

The HELP model simulates lateral drainage using a steady-state analytical approximation of the
numerical solutionof the Boussinesq equation (Darcy's law for saturatedlateral flow throughunconfined
porous media coupled with the continuity equation). The analytical approximation was developed by
converting the Boussinesq equation into a non-dimensional form and solving it for two analytical
solutions at the extremes in non-dimensional average saturateddepth. These two solutions were then
fitted with the same value and slope in an approximation that covers the rest of the range of non-
dimensional depths. The approximationmatched the numerical steady-state solution of the Boussinesq
equation within 1 percentof the predicteddrainage rate. The solution is not linear, therefore, the HELP
model uses a Newton-Raphsonmethod to converge onto the solutionof the nonlinearapproximation. The
model uses the average depthof saturation in the approximationsince the HELP model is quasi-two-
dimensional and, therefore, cannot determine the saturated depth profile. The lateral drainage,
percolation, and leakagethroughthe geomembrane are solved simultaneouslywith the average depth of
saturationusingan implicitsolutiontechnique.

5.2.2 Limitations of the HELP Model

Many assumptionsand limitations exist in the application of the subsurface water routing methods,
including the following: i) All flow is considered to follow Darcy'slaw. As such, the only driving force
for waterroutingis gravity,and all movement has a downwardcomponent. 2) All layers of materials are
spatially homogeneous and uniform. All properties of the layers and materials not related to soil
moisture are assumed to remain constant throughout the simulation. 3) No subsurface inflow occurs.
The layers being modeled are above the surroundingwater table or cut off from it. 4) Brooks-Corey
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relationships and the Campbell equation are applicable for estimating the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity of all types of materials. 5) Percolation and leakage through liner systems occur only when
a zone of saturation (head) lies on the topsurface of the liner. The zone covers the entire areaof the liner
and, therefore,percolation and leakage are spatially uniform. 6) The liner and drainage layers cover the
entire area of the landfill since the water routing in the vertical and lateral directions is performed
separately by one- dimensional models. 7) The liner system is permanently saturated and the pressure
head at the base of the lineris zero 0iner is above the water table). 8) Synthetic liners (geomembranes)
are impermeableexcept throughspecific failure points (holes, punctures, cracks, faulty seams, etc.) and
function by reducing the area of flow through the subsoil beneath the liners. 9) The rate of leakage
throughgeornembranesis mainly a function of the numberof holes, depth of satmation above the liner,
and the saturatedhydraulicconductivity of the subsoil. 10) The saturateddepth pmf'tle (water table) in
the lateral drainagelayeris typical of steady-state drainageand gradually varies between different steady-
state profiles characteristicfor different depths of saturationas the simulationprogresses. 11) The lateral
drainage rate can be reliably estimated from the average depth of saturation throughout the drain layer
which is estimated from the average soil moisture content of the drain layer. 12) The depth of saturation
at the edge of the drain layer or at the collector is zero. Therefore, lateral drainage is not retarded by
standing waterin the drain trench.

5.2.2_ Vegetative Growth

The HELP model accounts for seasonal variation in active and dormant aboveground biomass and leaf
area index througha general vegetative growth model. This model was extracted from the SWRRB
model developed by the USDA-ARS. The vegetative growth model computes daily values of biomass
and leaf area index based on a maximum allowable value from input, daily temperature and solar
radiationdata,and the beginning andending dates of thegrowingseason.

The maximum value of leaf area index depends on type of vegetation, soil fertility, climate, and
management factors. The program supplies typical values for selected covers; these range from O for
bare groundto 5.0 for an excellent stand of grass. The HELPmodel maintains a data file containing
mean monthly temperaturesand beginning and ending dates of the growing season for 183 locations in
the UnitedStates. Vegetativegrowth is a linear function of the available solar radiationduringthe fast
75 percentof the growingseason. Growth can be limited by temlx_xaturesbelow 10-C (5G-F) and low
soil moisture. Vegetative decay is modeled as exponential decay and is also a function of temperature
and soil moisture. The decay process is modeled continuously, duringboth the active growing and
dormantseasons.

5.2.2.b Accuracy

As stated previously, the primary purpose of the model is to simulate alternatives for comparison,
showing relative value of alternatives and sensitivity of design parameters. The secondary purpose is to
quantify the water budget components accurately. Generation of accurate predictions requires good
understanding of the model, hydrologic processes, and landfill design and construction. In addition,
accurate datadescribing theproperties and variability of all materialsand the climate are essential. Even
with thebest of data and knowledge of the model and landfill, significant errorsshould be expected in the
estimates of the water budget components due to minimum data requirements and limitations in the
modeling techniques.

The following error bounds are believed, by the developers of the HELP model, to be generally
achievable whenextensive and accurate data are available to a knowledgeable user (ideal circumstances).
The cumulative annual total fora water budget component can typically be estimate_ within the larger of
the following errorbounds:25 percent of the total or 2 percent of the precil.,itationfor the surface runoff
component, 10 percent of the total or 7 percent of the precipitation for the evapotranspiration
component, and 10 percent of the total or 0.1 percent of the precipitation for the percolation or leakage
through linerscomponent.
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The errorbound forcumulative annual lateral drainage to collection systems is about 7 percent of the
precipitationandis equal to the sum of the other errors. Its erroris dependenton all other errors because
those processes occur fu_stand any excess or shortfall in the extractionby those processes controls the
quantity of wateravailable for lateral drainage. These errorbounds wouldbe several times larger when
simulations arerunwithpoordataanda poor understandingof the model and landfill design.

5.2.3 Input Requirements

5.2.3.a Climatological Data

Required climatological data include daily precipitation, daily mean temperature,daily solar radiation,
maximum leaf area index,growing season, and evaporativezone depth. Daily precipitation data can be
provided by three options. The user may enter each value into the precipitation data file. The second
option is to select 5 yearsof daily precipitation data froma default dataset that has data for 102 cities
throughouttheUnitedStates. The third option is to syntheticallygenerate daily precipitationdata using a
synthetic weathergeneratoravailable in the program. The program has statistical coefficients describing
the daily precipitationat 139 cities throughoutthe UnitedStates. Improvement in the data generation can
be obtainedby specifyingthe normalmean monthly precipitationat the landf'dlsite.

The synthetic weather generator was adapted from the WGEN model developed by the USDA
AgriculturalResearchService. Daily mean temperatme and daily solar radiation data are synthetically
generated by the programafter the user selects a location with similar weatherfrom a set of cities having
available data. The programcontains statistical coefficients describing temperature and solar radiation
values at 183 cities throughoutthe UnitedStates.

The generation of daily temperature values can be improved by specifying the normal mean monthly
temperatures for the landfill site. Similarly, the daily solar radiation values can be improved by
specifying the latitudeof the landfill site.

When executing the program,guidance is available from a permanentdata fde for the remaining three
climate-related parameters--growingseason, maximum leaf area index, and evaporative zone depth.
Typically, the growingseason is that portion of the yearwhen the mean daily temperature is above about
11.-C (53.-F). The maximum leaf area index is dependenton climate, soil fertility, cover design, and
managementpractices. Thick layers of fine-grained soils havebetter fertility and moisture retention than
thin layers and coarse-grainedsoils and,therefore, supportbetterstandsof vegetation.

The evaporative zone depth is dependent on climate, vegetation, and soil properties. Representative
evaporative zone depths for silty, loamy topsoil are given in the program as a function of location and
quantity of vegetation. Typical values would be greater for thick clayey layers while the values for sandy
layers would be smaller. In addition, thin layers of materials and the presence of synthetic material near
the surface also may restrict the evaporative zone depth.

5.2.3.b Soil and Design Data

The second set of required data consists of a description of each layer of material and a description of the
landfill design. Material descriptions can be selected from a default set of material properties or
specified individually by the user. The material properties that must be specified by the user are porosity,
field capacity, wilting point, and the saturated hydraulic conductivity.

Porosity is defined as the volume of voids in a layer of material (or volume of water in a saturated layer)
divided by the total volume of the layer. Field capacity is defined as the volume of water remaining in a
layer of material after it ceases to drain by gravity divided by the total volume of the layer. It
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corresponds to the moisture content remaining when the material exerts a soil suction of 1/'3
atmospheres.

Wilting point is defined as the volume of water remaining in a layer of material after a plant extracts as
much wateras possible and goes into a permanent wilt, divided by the total volume of the layer. It
corresponds to the moisture content remaining when the material exhibits a soil suction of 15
atmosphere&

User-specif_l descriptionsarerecommended since material propertiesvary gready within a given soil
classification. The defaultset of materialdescriptionscontains propertiesfor 15 soil typed ranging from
coarse sand to high plasticityclay. These 15 typesalso include fine sands, loams, silts, and low plasticity
clays.

These soils also may be specified as compacted, which causes the porosity, field capacity, and saturated
hydraulic conductivity to be lower. Compaction is recommended only for the fine-grained materials. In
addition to the 15 soils, there are also two descriptions of very low hydraulic conductivity soils suitable
for liners and one description of municipal waste with daily cover. When using either option of
describing materials, the user has two options for initializing the moisture content of the materials.

The user may specify an initial moisture content rangingfrom porosity to wilting point. This option is
used when the effects of changing moisturestorage are important in the waterbudget. Under the second
option, the program initializes the moisture content of the layer to the approximate long-term, steady-
state value. This option is used when changes in water storage are unimportantor when the long-term,
pseudo-steady-statewaterbudget is desired.

The landfill description consists of the SCS runoff curve number, surface area, runoff area, and a
description of the layers including the number of layers, their order and function, and their thickness.
Four types of layers, based on how they function, are used by the model vertical percolation layers,
lateral drainage layers, barrier soil liners, and geomembranes with barrier soil. Vertical percolation
laye_ are layers that serve no purpose other than water storage. The topsoil layer and waste layers are
typical examples of this type. Lateral drainage layers are layers designed to promote lateral drainage to a
collection system. They typically have very large saturated hydraulic conductivity's and are underlain by
a sloped liner. Barrier soil liners are layers of low hydraulic conductivity porous material designed to
restrict vertical percolation or leakage. A geomembrane with barrier soil is a synthetic membrane
underlain by subsoil and is used to restrict vertical percolation and leakage. In addition, the slope and
drain spacing are n_ for lateral drainage layers and the liner leakage fraction is needed for
geomembranes.

5.2.4 Output Description

The output from the HELP model is a listing of the input data followed by an account of the water budget
components in a tabular format. Information on precipitation, surface runoff, evapotranspiration, lateral
drainage from each liner/drain system, percolation or leakage through each liner and from the bottom of
the profile, moisture storage, snow accumulation, and depth of saturation on the surface of liners is
reported.

Simulation results areavailable at several levels of detail. The cumulative quantity of the water budget
components and its variance are tabulated on an average monthly and annual basis for the entire
simulation period and optionally on a daily, monthly, and annual basis. In addition, peak daily results
during the entire simulation period and final moisture contents of the layers are reported.
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6.0 DATA SOURCES

A reference manual which is readily available and highly recommended is the U. S. Bureau of
Reclamation"EarthM,mual"(U. S. Bureau of Reclamation), which gives abundantinformationof direct
interest to the cover designerfor obtaining backgroundinformation and also as regards all phases of
soils. Data collection activitiesare discussed in the following paragraphsfor each type of datarequired.

6.1 TOPOGRAPHY

The topographicmapis probablythe most useful single documentrelative to a cover project. The map
reveals the lay of the land at the project site and in its vicinity; shows the surface drainagenetwork, a
matterof fundamentalimportance;gives information as to presenceand location of cultural (man-made)
features;andmakes it possible to define place locations specifically by any desired system: latitude and
longitude,public-landsystem (township, range,section, and subsection),or statecoordinatesystem.

The U. S. Geological Survey COSGS)is the source of most published topographic maps. The scales of
published topographicmaps are 1:24,000 (1 inch equals 2,000 ft) or 1:31,680 (1 inch equals 1/2 mile) for
7-1/'2-minutequadrangles, 1:62,500 (1 inch equals approximately I mile) for 15-minutequadrangles, and
1:250,000 (1 inch equals about 4 miles).

It will always be necessary to have a site topographic map at a larger scale than that of the publisl_
maps. Nevertheless the published quadrangle map should be obtained as a basic reference. An index ,of
each state showing the available coverage and topographic quadrangle maps may be obtained directly
from the USGS. Inmany cases selected maps are also available locally in variouscities from commercial
dealers.

6.2 SOILS

The US. Departmentof Agriculturehas published an extensive series of soil survey maps. These maps
are discussedand describedby the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. Commonly these surveysare performed
on a county basis, butmanyare on an area basis and includeportionsof one or more thanone counties.
These surveys are performed for agricultural purposes and they are biased toward agricultural
requirements.

Mappedsoil units arecalled soil series and are namedfor a county, city, rivervalley, etc., where they are
typically developed. A soil series, however, reflects only the soils in the agriculturalsoil profile, which
is usually less than 6 ft deep. Reports since 1975 contain engineering uses of soils mapped, parent
materials, geologic origin,climate, physiographic setting, and soil profiles. The soil maps are presented
on photomosaicbackgroundforeach county at a scale of 1:15,840or 1:20,000.

Recent reports include engineering test data for soils mapped, depth to water and bedrock, grain-size
distributions,engineeringinterpretations,and special features. For many sites, information from nearby
soil borings may be foundin the files of the pertinentstatehighway department.

6.3 GEOLOGY

A variety of geological reports and maps are available for the cover designer. The scales of geologic
maps include 1:24,000, 1:62,500, 1:100,000, 1:250,000, and smaller. There are two major types of
geologic maps. One is the formation or "bedrock"geologic map, which, for a given area, indicates the
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material underlyingthe overburden soils. This is the most common type of geologic map; state geologic
maps fall in this category.

The other type is the surficial geologic map, which specifically indicates the material lying at the ground
surface. Glacial-geology maps are probably the most common geologic maps in this category. Both
types may be useful in locating sources of natural cover material.

The principalsourcesof geologic maps and reports are the USGS and the State Geological Surveys o1"
Departmentsof NaturalResources. A new series of indexes of geologic maps for each state was started
in 1976, and lists of geological maps and reports for each state are publishedperiodically by the USGS.
Each state geological surveyhas a list of mapsand reports publishedcovering its slate.

6.4HYDROLOGY AND GEOHYDROLOGY

Maps showing hydrologic and hydrogeological information provide a valuable source of data in surface
drainage, well locations, ground-water quality, ground-water levels, seepage patterns and aquifer
locations and characteristics. A good source is the USGS which has prepared Atlases with a principal
map scale of 1:24,000. The atlases include water availability, flood areas, surface drainage, precipitation
and climate, geology, availability of ground and surface water, water luality and use, and stream flow
characteristics. Some maps show ground-water contours and location of wells. Some of the slate field
offices of the WaterResources Division of the USGS have water well logs which may be useful.

6.5AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

High-quality,large.scale(1:20,000)stereoscopicaerialphotographsare particularlyusefulfor
interpreting drainage patterns, topography, land forms, vegetation, land use, and cultural features. The
most readily available aerial photographs are panchromatic (black and white). Other types that are
available include color and color infrared, which are extremely useful but coverage is less extensive and
more expensive than black-and-white air photos.

The principal sources of aerial photographs are the Department of Agricul_re's Agricultural]
Stabilization andConservationService (ASCS) Aerial Ph :JtographyField Office, 2511 Parley's Way, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84109, and the USGS. The USGS has four mapping centers where aerial photographs
may be obtained, located in Denver, CO, Rolla, MO, Menlo Park, CA, and Reston, VA. Good discussions
of the use of air photos and how to obtain them are given by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.

6.6 CULTURAL FEATURES

Cultural featuresthatshouldbe the concern of the cover designer include transportation,networkutilities
(pipelines, telephone and power lines), location of urban centers, and availability of manufactured
construction materials. Some of the data listed above can be extracted from the maps previously
discussed, and other data can be obtained from the local Chamber of Commerce, the city or county
engineer, utility companies, and local construction contractors.

6.7 VEGETATION DATA

Information on existing vegetation in the site vicinity is important from a cover standpoint. Vegetative
protection of the cover is an important factor. Volunteer plant species in the area are an indicator of
highly stable species and of species likely to invade the cover spontaneously. Cultivated plants in the



area are also obviously stable locally, although requiring certain specific managementpractices. Sources
of background information include:

•USDA _ Agricultural County Agents
•ARS - Agricultural ResearchCenters
•SCS - _ Offices
•TechnicalService Centers
•Plant MaterialsCenters

•Plant MaterialsSpecialists
•US. Forest Service - Local or State Offices

•Forest and Range Experiment Stations
•US. Army Corps of Engineers - DistrictOffices, Environmenta'
•ResourcesSection
•USAE WaterwaysExperiment Station,
•EnvironmentalLaboratory
•County or Municipality - Land Use Planners
•Land Use Plans
•State Universities - Local Faculty - Plant Identification

6.8 CLIMATIC DATA

The climaticor meteorologicaldata for a given site is an important factor as regardscover. The cover,
morethanany other
component of the remedial system, is directly exposed to the weather. Climate directly affects
vegetation; the climatic factorof precipitationforms the input to the infiltration-percolationprocess that
the cover system is intendedto control; otherclimatic factors and their distributioninfluence the process
strongly.

Specific climatic data are required as input to the hydrologic modeling methods to predict a cover
system's effectiveness. Weather conditions directly affect construction operations and may be important
in planning the construction phase of cover installation. Climatic data must be obtained from background
sources, since a historical picture, rather than merely a short-term sampling, is important.

The primary source of climatic data in the United States is the National Climatic Center (Nee), operated
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U. S. Department of Commerce. The
Net's address is: National Climatic Center, Federal Building, Asheville, NC 28801 (Telephone number:.
(704) 258-2850).

6.9 WASTE CHARACTERISTICS

Fromthe point of view of the remedial action as a whole, it is important to know as specifically as
possible the type and form, the quantity, and the location of buried wastes. Material representinga
collapsible foundation, such as burieddrums of liquid, presents a threat to cover stability. Wastes that
evolve gases areof concern to the cover designer; heshould know if possible whatwill be evolved and in
what quantities.

In general, the cover is probably free from attack by aggressive liquids in the waste; in this respect the
cover designer's problem is very much simpler than that of the designer of a liner or a slurry wall. In
some topographic situations, a sloping cover might be attacked by laterally migrating liquids. In such
cases the designer should be informed as to the compatibility of his cover materials with the wastes.
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Source of available data on the waste site include the city or county sanitation department or the
operator/ownerof thesite.

The state EPA or its equivalentmay have data on the site. A high probabilityexists that available data
w_laining to a Superfundsite havebeen collected because these data were necessaryto place a site on
the list of Superfundsites.
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FIGURE 2
CONVENTIONAL LANDFILLING PRACTICE
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" FIGURE 4
INTEGRATED MIGRATION BARRIER SYSTEM
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TABLE 1 ESTIMATED 1992 COSTS OF REMEDIATION
ALTERNATIVES FOR LANDFILLS.

ALTERNATIVE1 COST/UNIT2

EXCAVATE $80M/ha

RCRA CAP $4.9M/ha

SOIL/CAPILLARY $3.7M/ha
BARRIER COVER

BIO-ENGINEERED $0.24M/ha
SOIIJVEG COVER

SURFACE MGMT W/ $0.12M/ha
EROSION CONTROL

1 Technical basis for selection of alternatives should be based on human and
ecological risk assessment

2 Costs for excavation option from DOE's ER 5 year plan, RCRA cap from Maxey
Flats corrective measures stud/, and remaining options estimated by author
based on field experience.
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• FIGURE 5- POSSIBLE COMPONENTS OF AN
ENGINEERED LANDFILL COVER
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FIGURE 6 MODIFIED RCRA COVER DESIGN
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Table 2-EPA GUIDANCE OF LANDFILL CAPS

Vegetative S0111.0yer

A. Thlckness >= 2 ft;
B. Mlnlmal eroslon and malntenance (e g., fertlllzatlon, Irrlgatlon);
C. Vegetatlve root growth not to extend l_low 2 ft;
D. Flnal top slope between 3 and 5% after settlement or

subsldence. Slopes greater than 5% not to exceed
2.0 tons/acre eroslon (USDA Unlversal Soll Loss Equatlon); and

E. Surface dralnage system capable of conductlng run-off across
cap wlthout rills and gullles.

Dralnaae Laver
v

A. Thlckness >= 1 it;
B. Saturated hydraullc conductlvlty >= 1.0E-03 cm/sec;
C. Bottom slope >= 2% (after settlementJsubsldence);
D. Overlaln by graded granular or synthetlc filter to prevent

clogglng;
E. Allow latersl flow and dlscharge of llqulds.

Low Permeablllty Llner Desl_onFML Component

A. Thlckness >= 20 mll;
B. Final upper slope >= 2% (after settlement); and
C. Located wholly below the average depth of frost; penetration in the area.

Barrier Soil Layer

A. Thickness >= 2 ft;
B. Saturated hydraulic conductivity =< 1.0E-07 cm/sec;
C. Installed in 6-in lifts.






